SCOTT'S PICK

Organic Curves
"Villeroy & Boch's Aveo freestanding tub is a great fit for
spa baths with a modernist feel. This generous freestanding
tub would definitely be a visual anchor for a master ensuite
bath. Villeroy & Boch's proprietary Quaryl, made of quartz
and acrylic, is solid, easy to clean and soft to the touch.”
Details: $8,800, villeroy-boch.com

designer picks
From designers Stefanie Brooks, Scott Neste and Laureen Skrivan

Classic Glass
“Reminiscent of the 1920s and ’30s, the
Regency glass knob is like jewelry on doors

STEFANIE’S PICK

and cabinets. The chrome and glass adds
elegance to any room of your home. Used
throughout the house, it will evoke a feeling of
times past.” Details: $21; lookintheattic.com
LAUREEN'S PICK

Twisted Tube
“The simplicity of this vanity fixture is what I
love most about it. The graphite twist of the
Troy Lighting Roxbury wall sconce gives it a
transitional look, allowing it to fit into almost
any design. The other thing I love is that it
can be used in other ways, if you wanted to
use it as a side sconce, you would turn the
other direction – horizontally.” Details:
$120-160; troy-lighting.com
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◀ Iron and Ivory
“I love having a small bench in my master bath.
Use it as a vanity seat, a comfortable bench for
drying your feet or as a place to stack luxurious
towels for your overnight guests. The patina of
this metal bench and the ivory leather seat is a
great look that keeps the bench from feeling too
heavy in small spaces. Perfect next to your spa
tub or under a dressing mirror. Top it off with a
simple upholstered cushion for added comfort.”
Details: $380; globalviews.com
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LAUREEN'S PICK

Beautiful Simplicity

“This classic Rejuvenation Hardware Carlton two-light wall sconce, in a polished
chrome finish, will fit in any traditional style home. It is subtle yet declares that it is
timeless.” Details: $176; rejuvenation.com

STEFANIE’S PICK

Sparkle and Shine
This new sink by Linkasink will add
style, dimension and flair to your
powder room. Available in Mother
of Pearl Mosaic in colors “Pearl” or
“Midnight.” The mosaic tiles are
individually hand laid in the basin of
the metal bowl. The exterior of this
Wok Vessel sink is available in bronze
or white bronze finishes.
Details: $1,400-$1,700, linkasink.com
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Contact the designers Scott Neste at Minor Details,
minordetailsdesign.com, Laureen Skrivan at Wren and Willow,
wrenandwillow.com and Stefanie Brooks at Three Interior Design, threeidesign.com.

